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SCOPE PARTNERSHIP
CreDiT was launched in February 2023
with the aim to improve people’s access
& interpretation of water heritage inside
and outside museums through the co-
creation of digital campaigns and tools
such as digital routes, 3D models, e-
media for kids, etc. within its two-years
lifespan. 

DOC SERVIZI  - Italy
VIRTUALGEO (Geomatics and Communication)
- Italy
Global Network of Water Museums (WAMUNET) 
Mediterranean Information Office/HYDRIA
virtual museum - Greece
Opificio delle Acque (GACRES) - Italy
Aquatika freshwater aquarium Karlovac–
Croatia 

The Partners discussed and co-planned
next steps and actions. They participated in
an intensive practical workshop on the
digital tools for cultural heritage that are
applied in CreDiT: the “Information card”
and the UACE platform. Last but not least,
they further exchanged on activating the
networking and dissemination aspect of the
project to reach out and engage other
water museums and stakeholders. 
The meeting was kindly hosted by AQUATIKA.
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The new digital platforms of the
three museums: Aquatika,
HYDRIA and Opificio delle Acque
are in progress! The e-platforms
will include interactive maps
with points of interest,
information texts, visual
material, Arting and Coloring
sections as well as a unique
section with 3D models of
selected pieces or areas of
interest, chosen by the
museums. They will be available
in the summer. Stay tuned!

UACE CREDIT PLATFORM 

STUDENTS CREATIVE TRAININGS

Two online students trainings
held on 20 March & 10 April. The
webinars introduced them to
CreDiT, the uace platform and
digital tools for water heritage.
Some 40 high school and
university students, educators
and museum staff from Croatia
Greece and Italy developed
knowledge and skills. Then, the
students applied themselves the
digital tools on the uace
platform under the guidance of
their museums. 


